
Senate Minutes, March 2, 2015 

Attending: Donna Pawlowski, Brian Donovan, Paul Kivi, Heidi Hansen, Francois Neville, Janice Haworth, Brendan 

McManus, Deb Peterson, Christel Kippenhan, Porter Coggins, Kris Nei, Keith Gora, Jan Heuer, Cheryl Byers, Bill Joyce, 

Carol Nielsen, Tim Brockman, Debra Sea, Pat Conely, Tiffany Hommes, Mary Fairbanks, Larry Swain, Jeff Ueland, 

Keith Marek, Sheila Paul, Sarah Tarutis, Tom Fauchald, Rod Henry, Troy Gilbertson, Carolyn Townsend. 

Apologies: Andrew Hafs, Judy Olson. 

Call to Order:  4 p.m. 

Brian Donovan: Motion to approve minutes from February 2015 

Deb Peterson: second 

Passed. 

President’s report 

Jeff Ueland:  PDR/PDP schedule- usual problem re timeline. If anyone has any ideas how to push that out at the 

edges, there’s nothing in the contract, relatively speaking, that has dates hardwired in, so we have the ability to set 

the schedule after conferring with the association. If you have any issues, would love to hear them.  The general 

notion is that we need to spread this out a little more, get proposals closer to the start of school and then push out 

the dates to the end. Email members of Exec by Wednesday to bring up. 

We talked a bit about centralised course evaluations. See attachment, link. Essentially what this means is, they WILL 

DO course evaluations for you. They will come in- an independent source- and do your course evaluations for you, if 

you say no.  

Jen Atteberry: What if we have developed own course evaluations, will they allow that? 

Jeff: They will, but they will report the results out publicly without your say so. 

Brian Donovan- The English department met this afternoon and voted to reject this and to refuse to participate in 

the pilot. 

Tom Fauchald: My question is – and I’m looking towards nursing department- they didn’t tell us we were 

volunteered. We were “voluntold”. I’m wondering how this was done. 

Jeff Ueland: This has been pushed for quite some time by deans. All I can tell you is that we’re putting together a 

grievance- it’s a “grievable” thing, and we’re working with downstate. There’s an issue with Article 22, academic 

freedom. We are fighting this one. 

Rod Henry:  Basically this is equivalent to the Administration saying English, Nursing, Business will have to teach 

Monday through Saturday. Make an announcement that goes contrary to the agreement so it has to be grieved. CPD 

has been put in the middle of this, and it’s an arrangement that been supported for decades, which we may need to 

re-evaluate based on this. 

 

http://www.bemidjistate.edu/faculty_staff/faculty_association/senate_agenda_attachments/docs/20150302/attach%20for%20eval.pdf


Carolyn Townsend: Is this going to be administered by a private company- who manages these results and what’s 

the cost? 

Jeff Ueland: A scantron type thing. Can use the CPD thing that’s out there, or develop own, we’ve been told there’s a 

cost for the scanner of ~ $3,000.00, but the courses WILL be evaluated. We will look for clarification this Wednesday 

at Meet &Confer. I am very uncomfortable with this. Other issues at play. Please let us know. Don’t know how to 

respond to this other than a grievance. If you feel strongly, email Tadlock, copy Hanson; be polite. Take a look at the 

proposal and speak to that. 

Rod Henry:  This has been brought to negotiations several times, and they’re bringing it now trying to get it through. 

If they had to bring it to negotiations before and had to give things for it then, they know they’re in violations. 

Jeff Ueland:  Tadlock doesn’t think that they get enough evaluative material from Area 1 from faculty through this 

process. 

Tom Fauchald:  This goes back many years. There was a move at one point to publish this data. There was a lot of 

dialogue. Under FOI, students might be able to get at this information. 

Jeff Ueland:  Please, we would love to hear from you, from the four affected departments. Hopefully it won’t 

progress too far. 

Rod Henry:  One more thing, if we refuse to participate, is it possible that we can be fired for insubordination?  

Jeff Ueland: I will check with Pat Arsenault (IFO Legal Counsel). 

Keith Marek:  When I first started, was told someone can come from the CPD, but the dean or admin can’t just come 

and attend your class. How is this different from that? 

Jeff Ueland:  Article G that I mentioned, the whole plan and report process.  

Statewide issues- Jeff Ueland. 

There will be an announcement re Charting The Future at 9am tomorrow and that’s all I can say. Gag order came 

down. 

On an unrelated matter, I was talking to Hanson and it was a little bit more about what’s going to happen if we don’t 

get the money. He said cuts would be administrative in nature. Does not seem that faculty will be targeted. Have to 

wait and see. It’s a long way until May when the legislature ends. 

Meet & Confer reports. Jeff Ueland 

What I will try and do is that after Meet & Confer, I will get information out. I will try to keep as much information 

and communication out there and be as transparent as possible, if you have any questions please let me know. 

Officers’ report. 

Treasurer. Sheila Paul 

February was a good month. The only expenses were food for this meeting and general office network things. 

 



Committee reports. 

Graduate committee. 

Heidi Hansen: see link. This changes wording; this is a recommendation for change in the wording, coming from 

committee. Doesn’t need a second. 

Brian Donovan: Not sure if the yellow highlight corresponds to language, but is this giving a larger role to the 

respective deans of the undergraduate colleges that they had before. 

Christel Kippenhan:  There is no dean of graduate studies any more. The current structure only goes to an 

administrative position, not an academic position. So the jobs that the dean of graduate studies had done before are 

divvied up differently. 

Brian Donovan:  In effect, yes? 

Christel Kippenhan:  Yes. Is not a director like the Director of Liberal Education or…. is just administrative role. 

Jeff Ueland: All passes. 

Liberal Education.  

Deb Peterson:  Last time you approved changes to Goal Area 2, Critical Thinking, and this is just a document that has 

been sent out to chairs of departments. After today’s meeting letting them know that they can populate Area 2 with 

courses. We’re just looking to know what courses they want to populate Goal Area 2. We’re just trying to “be 

aware”. See Link. 

We’re just asking departments to think carefully about what they want in Goal Area 2. 

Brian Donovan:  Just to clarify, it’s still not practise of Liberal Education committee to put any course in any area that 

the department has not applied to put it in. 

? Question from the floor: Why would it matter what area you’re in? 

Deb Peterson:  Let me answer as best I can, succinctly. Any one course can be styled differently, yet it makes a 

difference because to a certain extent we operate in the MN goal curriculum. You can decide whatever it is you want 

that course to be, as long as it pertains to your department, but it might not be a Liberal Education course. If you’ve 

made determination that it IS a Liberal Education course, then further determinations must be made. 

Equity committee 

Deb Peterson:  Equity Committee consists of downstate IFO members- I am the GLBTA representative, Valerie 

Wallingford is the Feminist Issues Committee Representative, John Gonzalez is the Multicultural Issues Committee 

rep and Tessa Reed is the At-Large rep.  Angie Fournier has been sitting in on the committee as an interested 

person.  The one thing that we have been struggling with, and perhaps you can provide with some input - MnSCU 

has come out with a draft of their diversity work plan, and the way it defines diversity is not very broad. Whilst it 

says “draft” it’s not very draft-like. In definitions of diversity, it only focuses on race or ethnicity, and should be a 

broader construct than that. Each campus has been asked to struggle with a diversity work plan, because only two 

colleges or universities within the system have a diversity plan, and we’re under a mandate and we feel like we’re 

being railroaded. We also feel there are two separate things happening-cultural competency workshops have been 

http://www.bemidjistate.edu/faculty_staff/faculty_association/senate_agenda_attachments/docs/20150302/Attach%20for%2015-03-02%2020141105_RevisedMembershipCriteriaGraduateFaculty_Draft.pdf
http://www.bemidjistate.edu/faculty_staff/faculty_association/senate_agenda_attachments/docs/20150302/Attach%20for%2015-03-02%20Goal%20Area%202%20Critical%20Thinking%20Temporary%20Course%20Submission%20Form.pdf


held which were great, and Mary Ward is leading the Diversity Task Force but we’re the committee is not sure how 

they’re co-ordinated. Guess I’m asking for greater coordination. 

Jeff Ueland:  Do you want me to bring to Meet & Confer? 

Deb Peterson:  Yes. Thanks. 

Curriculum report 

Donna Pawlowski:  We reviewed everything that we could, up to the deadline. We seek approval; we’re ok with 

those. 

Deb Peterson:  Everything that’s there with a Liberal Education component is approved. 

Graduate Committee: approved. 

Teacher Education Committee: approved. 

Keith Marek: I have a problem with one of the Bio courses- Medical 10- looks like the goal of the class is to put forth 

a portfolio or something. It looks like it duplicates a lot of things that would be done through the course of advising 

someone through the course of one of those professions. 

Keith Marek Motion:  Request to split Biology curriculum to include all but:  

New Courses 

1.15 BIOL 3210 Medical Professions (2 credits) 

Program Modifications 

1.43 Biology, B.S. major Medical Sciences Emphasis 

Christel Kippenhan has same questions as Keith. 

Second: Christel Kippenhan. 

Motion passes. Remove the two items. 

Curriculum, all pass. 

Budget 

Tom Fauchald. 

Governor came out with new proposal for MnSCU- give $95 million for tuition freeze for two years. This counters 

what the senate was pushing which was free tuition for community college for two years. This complicates that. 

House wants tuition free, question of how much money will go into that, it’s looking like a positive thing. 

One other thing- We met with Bill Maki today- budget forum will be March 15th at 1pm in Crying Wolf. At the board 

meeting they’re going to announce financial stress ratios. Is going to be bad publicity. The other thing is Title 9. We 

do have it on the website, fiscal year 2015. You’ll probably have some major questions involved. One of the other 

key things, is the gate for athletics, all gate except for D1 hockey is $30k. Hockey is $500kish. Gate for hockey is 

down $200k since 2011. Lot of reduced tickets. Attendance is up, but 2 for 1 or $5 tickets, affects season tickets too. 

All of this information is out on the web.  



Jeff Ueland:  This is a really good report, as it lays out what institutional support goes where.  

Tom Fauchald:  One of the comments that gets made is “so what”? During good times, going back to recalibration 

times, when Troy Gilbertson was president, during that timeframe in 2011, which includes recalibration time, they 

cut very little out during that time. If you look at IFO positions added after recalibration, half of them are coaching 

position. 

Question from the floor:  Do you have some idea of where this money is going? 

Tom: One is a decline in revenue. The other is a problem of a lot of those costs are not connected to traditional 

academic costs- like travel, equipment etc. The key piece is the institutional support keeps going up, it’s gone up a 

little bit.  

Old Business 

Proposal fast track curriculum proposal put forth by the administration.  

Christel Kippenhan:  To the best of my knowledge, the chair of the graduate committee (Rick Koch) was never 

notified that the curriculum proposal was supposed to be discussed so it never made it on to the agenda. So it was 

never discussed.  

Curriculum Committee:  We bounced ideas back and forth via email. Think that the line about 10 days should be 

stricken “A lack of response within 10 duty days will be considered approval by the curriculum committee. ” 

Variety of comments were made by committee members,  including rejecting whole proposal. 

Deb Peterson:  Instead of thinking that Liberal Education should weigh in on proposal, this is more like a traditional 

department. 

Suggested changes:  Adding to substantive changes: add a comma at end, “including Liberal Education”. 

New bullet point:  

“Adding a liberal education goal area to an existing course in Liberal Education or adding a new course to Liberal 

Education”. 

Deb Peterson:  We appreciate the sentiments that Robin Gullickson is trying to put forward. 

Rod Henry:  When we talk about 10 duty days, are we talking about regular duty days throughout the year or 

summer duty days? Sounds nit-picky, but needs to be clarified.  

Larry Swain: Chief objection to entire proposal is that it puts decision on what is substantive and not in someone 

else’s hands. It lets administration take that away from us. The other thing, that if proposals are taking too long, this 

doesn’t solve that problem. 

Brian Donovan:  Regarding the notion that 10 days silence means consent, why not apply this to the damned dean? 

Deb Peterson:  I understand frustration. For course drops, there’s very little that we do. But when I look at some of 

the things they’re trying to suggest are minor, that truly is a minor thing. Minor course changes, from a Liberal 

Education standpoint, they’re not really changing anything, those are things that we don’t need to look at. 



Christel Kippenhan:  In many aspects I agree with Larry, especially it’s not really committees that are slowing down 

the curriculum changes. Graduate committee right now meets every two weeks, and if a proposal comes up, it gets 

first priority and bumps other stuff. From a curriculum point of view, why do we need to divide between substantive 

and non-substantive? 

Cheryl Byers:  Leave in place as is, it’s more work. 

Jeff Ueland:  What do you want to do, folks?  

Tom Ueland:  Do we need to respond to this for M&C? 

Jeff Ueland:  We can do whatever the Senate pleases. There’s no expectation. 

Rod Henry:  Think we should have a recommendation one way or the other 

Christel Kippenhan:  At this point I would move not to recommend it? Two committees haven’t had a chance to 

weigh in on this and one DEFINITELY needs to be on there. 

Second:  Tom Fauchald. 

Discussion  

Deb Peterson:  It would probably be wise for each of the committees to send their remarks to the proposer so that 

they have an understanding of the issues involved rather than just say “we voted it down”. They can send to me. 

Rod Henry:  The committees are involved, but so is the faculty, you can have both. 

Tom Fauchald: Don’t think we should say that the Senate should not recommend, but then the committees can send 

stuff in.  I propose an amendment to provide rationale from  different groups. 

Christel Kippenhan: I’m trying to think through how to word that. Don’t think that this precludes feedback can’t be 

passed on. 

Deb Peterson:  All Robin is going to hear is “we reject it”. Robin works really hard on our behalf, and spring is hell for 

her, and I feel for her and I’d like to help her out if I can. 

Christel Kippenhan:  What if we word the motion that we reject it, but that different committees involved in 

curriculum decision provide rationale on why they didn’t support it, through Liberal Education. 

Motion passed unanimously. 

Jeff Ueland will pass on to committees. 

Rod Henry:  Will we be talking about summer chair duties? 

Jeff Ueland:  We’ll bring to senate next meeting. 

Meeting adjourned 5.09 p.m. 

Respectfully Submitted, Lainie Hiller 


